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Executive summary
It’s quiet in here, Bob. 

Yeah…a little too quiet.

It’s been a slow quarter for malware. Maybe after 

a banner year in 2017, they took a much-needed 

vacation. There’s less buzzing about giant data 

breaches, massive outbreaks, and noteworthy attacks 

in the early months of 2018. Instead, it’s oh so still.

But wait. 

That faint sound you’re hearing isn’t crickets—it’s 

the whirring of your computer fan as it fights against 

miners overworking your processor and graphics card. 

Malicious cryptomining has taken over in 2018, and it’s 

leaving all other malware families behind. From drive-

by mining attacks via browser to scams meant to drain 

users’ cryptowallets, cybercriminals are taking every 

opportunity to exploit the rising value and popularity of 

Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.

But while cryptomining took over, it wasn’t the only 

game in town. Bad actors continued to experiment 

with ransomware development and distribution, and 

spyware kept climbing the charts, usurping hijackers 

as our number one business detection. Also, the public 

disclosure of the Meltdown and Spectre vulnerabilities 

sent software and hardware vendors into a full-blown 

panic mode, releasing patch after patch to try and 

mitigate the damage.

So how did we come across this information? As 

we’ve done for the last several quarterly reports, we 

combined intel and statistics gathered from January 

through March 2018 from our Intelligence, Research, 

and Data Science teams with telemetry from both our 

consumer and business products, which are deployed 

on millions of machines. Here’s what we learned about 

cybercrime in the first quarter of 2018. 

QUICK FACTS

Consumers

» Adware is #1, but cryptomining is catching

up fast

» Cryptomining up 4000% over last quarter

» Ransomware down 35% over last quarter

Business

» Cryptomining up 27% over last quarter

» Ransomware up 28% over last quarter

» Spyware still #1, with over 80,000

detections in January alone

General trends

» Spectre and Meltdown still plaguing users

» A host of new scams popping up related to

Coinbase and cryptocurrencies
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Key takeaways
Cryptomining is king 

Malicious cryptomining has increased dramatically in 

the last few months, while virtually all other malware 

is on the decline. Even though adware retained its 

position as our number one consumer detection, it 

did so only by the skin of its teeth, as malware-based 

cryptomining is now nipping at its heels in the number 

two spot. In addition, detections of cryptomining 

malware for businesses increased by 27 percent over 

last quarter, bringing it up to the second-highest 

overall threat detection for businesses this quarter. 

Android miners experienced an even more dramatic 

surge, with nearly 40 times more detections this 

quarter than last. That’s a 4,000% increase! On the Mac 

side, we’ve seen nearly 1,000 detections of malware-

based miners, browser extensions, and cryptomining 

apps in this quarter alone, with 74 percent of those 

detections taking place in March. 

Ransomware dethroned 

Consumer ransomware detections are down 35 percent 

from last quarter, landing ransomware in the number 

6 spot in overall consumer detections. January and 

February saw unusually low consumer ransomware 

detections, but during the same timeframe, we saw 

GandCrab appear as the first ransomware to ask its 

victims for a cryptocurrency other than Bitcoin.  

Meanwhile, business ransomware detections are up 

by 28 percent, but the overall volume remains low, as 

the threat is unable to crack into the top 5 business 

detections this quarter. Despite a decline in volume 

of detections, there were a few notable ransomware 

campaigns this quarter.

Spyware stays strong 

Spyware became our number 1 detection for 

businesses this quarter, with an increase of 56 percent 

from the previous quarter. After a dip at the end of last 

quarter, spyware detections crepted up in December, 

with January being our most heavily-detected month. 

We saw more than 80,000 detections; that’s about four 

times more than we saw in November 2017. 

Scammers capitalize on 
security trends

The fallout from two major vulnerabilities in processors, 

Meltdown and Spectre, continues to plague users, 

as vendors release new patches and criminals take 

advantage of the confusion with social engineering 

scams. Speaking of scams, cryptomining took over 

in this realm as well, with scammers setting up 

fake support numbers for Coinbase users to steal 

credentials and drain their wallets.
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Cryptomining
While cryptocurrencies have been around for a long 

time and used for legitimate purposes, online criminals 

have spent the last quarter tarnishing their reputation. 

Unfortunately, the same benefits offered by these 

decentralized and somewhat anonymous digital 

currencies are being abused to extort money at an 

alarming rate.

As the value of cryptocurrencies—driven by the 

phenomenal rise of Bitcoin—has increased, a new kind 

of threat has become mainstream, and some might 

say has even surpassed all other cybercrime. Indeed, 

cryptocurrency mining is such a lucrative business 

that malware creators and distributors all over the 

world are drawn to it like moths to a flame. We’ve seen 

malicious cryptomining on a grand scale this quarter—

on all platforms, devices, operating systems, and in all 

browsers. Macs and mobile devices are not exempt; 

criminals have even used the cryptocurrency craze for 

social engineering purposes.

The emergence of a multitude of new cryptocurrencies 

that can be mined by average computers has 

also contributed to the widespread abuse we are 

witnessing. Yes, Bitcoin is targeted, but also Monero, 

ByteCoin, AEON, and a whole host of other alternate-

currencies. In addition, criminals are targeting 

cryptowallets and digital currency platforms, such 

as NiceHash, which was hacked in December 2017 in 

essentially the largest-ever “bank robbery” on record.

Not only are criminals penetrating OSes, browsers, 

and devices of all kinds, but they are also distributing 

cryptominers in a rainbow of flavors. Some miners are 

malware-based, delivered via exploit kit, malspam, and 

malicious APKs. Others are browser-based, showing 

up in malicious extensions or drive-by attacks, mining 

users’ machines without permission. And finally, there 

are examples of ethical cryptomining, where users 

are aware of and opt-in to having others mine their 

CPU/GPU (usually in exchange for an ad-free website 

experience). Let’s take a closer look at these three 

types of cryptomining.
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Cryptomining malware

Malicious miners are relatively simple pieces of 

malware, easy to spot for analysts, and rarely packed 

alone. Many existing malware families have either 

substituted mining malware in place of other payloads 

or added in coin miner modules, as was the case for the 

banking Trojan Trickbot, which had already expanded 

its capabilities to steal credentials from Coinbase users 

as they logged into their electronic wallet.

Overall, most coin miners work the same way—using 

well-known, open-source components with little or 

no obfuscation—and offer little challenge for reverse 

engineers. However, in January 2018, we observed a 

coin miner using the Heaven’s Gate technique, which 

allowed it to make injections to 64-bit processes from 

32-bit loaders and mine the Monero currency.

While most cryptominers themselves are not 

sophisticated pieces of malware, noteworthy delivery 

techniques combined with fairly subtle symptoms 

of infection have secured huge successes for 

cryptomining malware authors.

Mining malware detections in Q1
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Figure 2. Malwarebytes consumer cryptomining malware detections 
from October 2017 – March 2018

Consumer cryptomining detections may appear to 

be declining through Q1 2018, but the decrease still 

leaves the volume of detections at a scale that far 

outpaces nearly every other form of malware. A huge 

spike in September and October 2017 resulted in more 

than 25 million detections of cryptomining malware on 

consumer machines. By March, the decline still left us 

with 16 million detections.
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Figure 3. Malwarebytes business cryptomining malware detections 
from October 2017 – March 2018

Our business detections of cryptomining malware also 

reflect a healthy volume. A spike in February brought 

us to about 550,000 detections, though a downturn 

in March may be due to a shift in attack strategy. 

However, businesses still experienced nearly 400,000 

miner detections in March alone. 
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Distribution

To maximize their profits, threat actors are leveraging 

the computing power of as many devices as they can. 

But first, they must find ways to deliver malicious coin 

miners on a large enough scale. They’ve done that 

through malspam campaigns (as with Trickbot), exploits, 

malicious APKs, and supply chain attacks.

Exploits 

While the Wannacry ransomware was highly  

publicized for taking advantage of the leaked 

EternalBlue and DoublePulsar exploits, at least two 

different groups used those same vulnerabilities to 

infect hundreds of thousands of Windows servers with 

a cryptocurrency miner, ultimately generating millions 

of dollars in revenue.

Figure 4. Worm scanning random IP addresses on port 445 

Other vulnerabilities, such as a flaw with Oracle’s 

WebLogic Server (CVE-2017-10271), were also used to 

deliver miners onto servers at universities and research 

institutions. While Oracle released a patch in October 

2017, many did not apply it in a timely fashion, and a 

PoC only facilitated widespread abuse.

As it turns out, servers happen to be a favorite among 

criminals, because they offer the most horsepower, 

or to use the proper term, the highest hash rate to 

crunch through and solve the mathematical operations 

required by cryptomining. In recent times, we saw 

individuals who, against their better judgment, took this 

to the next level by using supercomputers in various 

critical infrastructure environments.

Several exploit kits, and RIG EK in particular, have been 

distributing miners, usually via the intermediary of the 

SmokeLoader malware. In fact, cryptominers are one 

of the most commonly served payloads in drive-by 

download attacks.

Figure 5. An iframe redirection to RIG EK followed by a noticeable 
coin miner infection
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Malicious APKs 

Mobile users are not immune to cryptomining, 

as Trojanized apps laced with mining code are 

commonplace, especially for the Android platform. 

Similar to Windows malware, malicious APKs tend to 

have modules for specific functionalities, such as SMS 

spam and, of course, miners.

Figure 6. A hacking app hacked users back for cryptocurrency 

While targeting mobile devices for computer power 

may seem counterintuitive, it’s little effort for threat 

actors to add miners to already malicious apps in 

order to up the ante. In the case of the Loapi Trojan—a 

downloader, dropper, and SMS Trojan that can also 

push ads—the addition of a miner was the straw that 

broke the proverbial camel’s back. Androids infected 

with Loapi overheated due to the strain on the 

processor, their batteries bulged, and ultimately, they 

suffered an untimely end. 

Supply chain attacks

Legitimate mining pools such as Minergate are often 

used by Android miners, and the same is true for Mac 

cryptominers. The usual advice on sticking to official 

websites to download applications applies but is not 

always enough, especially when trusted applications 

get hacked. Such was the case with a Mac cryptominer 

dubbed OSX.CreativeUpdate, which was distributed 

via a hack of the MacUpdate website. We discovered 

in February 2018 that no less than 23 older variants of 

this malware had been floating around since at least 

early October 2017.

Figure 7. Malicious Mac application launching a Monero miner
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Drive-by cryptomining

Drive-by mining detections

Figure 8. Drive-by mining detections for consumers and businesses November 2017 – March 2018

In mid-September 2017, a mysterious entity called 

Coinhive launched a new service that was about to 

create chaos on the web. Coinhive introduced an API 

that could mine Monero currency directly within a web 

browser. The simplicity of the Coinhive API integration 

was one of the reasons for its immediate success, but 

due to several oversights, the technology was almost 

instantly abused.

Within weeks, the Coinhive API, void of any safeguards, 

was used in drive-by cryptomining attacks. Similar to 

drive-by downloads, drive-by mining is an automated, 

silent, and platform agnostic technique that forces 

visitors to a website to mine for cryptocurrency. Indeed, 

just about anybody visiting a particular website can 

start mining for digital currency, with the eventual 

profits going to the site owner’s wallet. 

Contrary to malware-based coin miners, drive-by 

cryptomining does not require infecting a machine. 

This is both a strength and weakness in that it can 

potentially reach a much wider audience but is also 

more ephemeral in nature.

For example, if a user navigates away from the website 

they are on or closes the offending tab, that will cause 

the mining activity to stop, which is a major drawback 

for criminals. However, we observed that some miners 

had developed sneaky ways of making drive-by mining 

persistent, thanks to the use of pop-unders, a practice 

well-known in the ad fraud business. To add insult to 

injury, the malicious pop-under tab containing the 

mining code would get placed right underneath the 

taskbar, rendering it virtually invisible to the end user. 

Thanks to this trick, the mining could carry on until the 

user actually restarted their computer.

It’s evident from our detections that there’s a massive 

spike in drive-by mining interest and activity in late 

2017. However, despite appearances to the contrary, 

the interest has not dropped off in Q1—criminals have 

just gotten better at evading detection. As ad blockers 

and security companies started to detect and block 

Coinhive, criminals went to greater lengths to mask 

their code. That being said, the lowest number of drive-

by cryptomining detections recorded in a single day 

was still over 1 million blocks. 

Browsers and technologies abused

In addition to persistent mining through pop-unders, 

criminals found other ways to mine for long and 

uninterrupted periods of time. One was by using a 

booby-trapped browser extension that injects code in 

each web session. This is what happened to the Archive 

Poster extension because one of their developers had 

his Google account credentials compromised.
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It is worth noting that JavaScript is not the only way to 

mine for coins within the browser. Indeed, we have 

observed WebAssembly, a newer format available in 

modern browsers, being used more and more. 

WebAssembly modules have the advantage of running 

at near native speed, making them a lot faster and 

more efficient than JavaScript.

Figure 9. The compromised extension with a rogue JavaScript for Coinhive

 | count = 27
    | entries =

- [ ExportEntry
| field_len = 9
| field_str = “stackSave”
| kind = 0x0
| index = 71

- [ ExportEntry
| field_len = 17
| field_str = “_cryptonight_hash”
| kind = 0x0
| index = 70

Figure 10. Code snippet from a WebAssembly module designed for 
mining Monero
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While drive-by mining typically happens via the standard 

HTTP protocol—either via HTTP or HTTPS connections—

we have witnessed more and more examples of miners 

communicating via WebSockets instead.

Figure 11. A Web Socket connection to Coinhive

A WebSocket is another communication protocol that 

allows streams of data to be exchanged. There is an 

initial handshake request and response with a remote 

server followed by the actual data streams. Coin mining 

code wrapped within a secure (wss) WebSocket is more 

difficult to identify and block.

Coinhive copycats

Several copycats emerged in the wake of Coinhive’s 

immediate success. According to our stats, coin-have[.]

com is the second most popular service, followed 

by crypto-loot[.]com. While Coinhive takes a 30 

percent commission on all mining earnings, Coin Have 

advertises the lowest commission rates in the market 

at 20 percent, although CryptoLoot itself claims to pay 

out 88 percent of mined commissions.

In additions to bigger payouts, other “attractive” 

features pushed by newcomers are low payment 

thresholds and the ability to bypass ad blockers, which 

they often view as their number one threat. 

Figure 12. Two of the most popular Coinhive copycats

Noteworthy drive-by attacks

In January 2018, we witnessed an interesting campaign 

that was specifically designed for Android and drew 

millions of users to pages that immediately started 

to mine for Monero under the pretense of recouping 

server costs. Drive-by mining is defined as automated, 

without user consent, and mostly silent (apart from  

the noise coming out of the victim’s computer fan  

when their CPU is clocked at 100 percent). Here, 

however, visitors were presented with a CAPTCHA 

to solve in order to prove that they weren’t bots, but 

rather real humans.
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Until the code (w3FaSO5R) was entered and users 

pressed the “Continue” button, their phone or tablet 

would be mining Monero at full speed, maxing out the 

device’s processor. And even though mobile devices 

aren’t as powerful as desktops, let alone servers, this 

event showed that no one is immune to drive-by mining.

Another interesting vector, which security people 

have warned about for years, is the use of third-party 

scripts that have become ubiquitous. A company called 

Texthelp had one of their plugins compromised and 

injected with a Coinhive script, leading to hundreds of 

government websites in the UK unwillingly participating 

in malicious cryptomining activity.

And finally, because you can’t swing a dead cat without 

hitting 50 drive-by cryptominers, those involved in 

creating Deepfakes pornography found themselves in 

the unfortunate position of not only being chased off 

reddit and PornHub into secret forums but also having 

their CPU/GPU drained by a Coinhive mining script. 

Deepfakes creators are a particularly juicy target for 

cybercriminals, as they need a hefty PC rig in order to 

make their content. In fact, the developer of one of the 

most popular Deepfake movie makers, FakeApp, even 

(briefly) added a mining script to the tool.  
Figure 13. An in-browser miner for Chrome on Android
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Ethical mining

There is one kind of cryptomining that’s not malicious. 

Ethical mining takes place when users harness their 

own computer power to participate in validating 

and processing cryptocurrency transactions by 

solving complicated math problems. Their reward for 

participation: a piece of the cryptocurrency pie that 

they can store in their own digital wallets. 

However, since the value of cryptocurrency continues 

to rise, the difficulty of the math problems has 

increased, requiring more and more CPU/GPU to 

complete transactions. Miners seized the opportunity 

and bought more high-end graphics cards, leaving 

shelves at retail stores bare. This forced some stores 

to take the unusual position of prioritizing those 

purchasing for gaming purposes (and likely only 

needing a single card) over those buying in bulk. 

Attempts to legitimize browser-based mining

Meanwhile, browser-based mining continues to be 

a difficult mining method to regulate. To fend off 

criticism, Coinhive introduced a new API (AuthedMine) 

that explicitly requires user input for any mining activity 

to be allowed. 

The idea was those considerate website owners would 

use this more “ethical” API instead, so that their visitors 

could knowingly opt-in or out before engaging in 

cryptomining. This was also an argument that Coinhive 

put forward to defend its stance against ad blockers 

and antivirus products.

While only Coinhive themselves would have accurate 

statistics, according to our own telemetry the opt-in 

version of their API was barely used (about 30K/day on 

average) in comparison to the silent one (about 3M/

day), as pictured in the below histograms during the 

period of November 2017 through March 2018. 

Moreover, even websites that do use the opt-in 

option may still be crippling machines by running 

an unthrottled miner, as was the case with popular 

American news website Salon[.]com. When users 

opted to suppress ads in favor of allowing Salon to 

cryptomine, the unthrottled miner instantly drove their 

CPU to 100 percent. In addition, there was no easy way 

to turn the miner off once users opted in. Needless 

to say, there’s room for improvement on the ethical 

mining front.

Figure 14. Detection statistics for the silent version of Coinhive

Figure 15. Detection statistics for the opt-in version of Coinhive
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Malware

Our top malware detections so far in 2018 reflect 

the changing threat landscape, moving away from 

traditional attack vectors to more experimental 

malware development. Spyware takes the top spot 

in business detections while adware remains king on 

the consumer side. But riskware (a malware-based 

cryptominer) is rising through the ranks, a movement 

that reflects the general shift away from standard 

malware to cryptominers. 

On the consumer side, adware edged slowly downward 

throughout the quarter, but remained on top. 

Meanwhile, riskware plummeted toward the end of the 

previous quarter but rose slightly through this quarter 

to keep the pace of adware. 

If you look at business detections after January, it looks 

like all malware activity has dropped off the side of a 

cliff. Spyware and riskware tools plummeted, though 

spyware retained the top spot by the hair of its chin.

Figure 16. Top 10 business and consumer malware detections in Q1 2018
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Figure 17. Consumer malware detections, Oct. 2017 – Mar. 2018

Figure 18. Business malware detections, Oct. 2017 – Mar. 2018
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Adware

While adware was one of the top threats for businesses 

and consumers in the fourth quarter of 2017, we saw 

a general decline in detections come the end of the 

year, continuing into 2018. Despite the drop, adware 

remained the number one ranked threat to consumers.
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Figure 19. Adware detections drop for consumers in Q1 2018

Adware detections for our business users are up by 

14 percent this quarter but showed signs of slowing 

heading into March. Adware came in as our fifth-

highest detection for businesses in Q1. 
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Figure 20. Adware detections for businesses slowed down at the 
end of Q1 2018

Spyware

From the last half of 2017 up to the first quarter of 

2018, spyware detections continued to increase. On 

the business side, it was up by 56 percent, with January 

being the most heavily detected month. The spike is 

likely due to a malspam campaign delivering the Emotet 

spyware. Shortly after the spike, spyware was observed 

dropping significantly near the end of the quarter. 
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Figure 21. Spyware detections for businesses, Oct. 2017 – Mar. 2018

Meanwhile, consumer spyware detections have 

remained relatively low, coming in at number 9 of all 

consumer threats for Q1 2018. 
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Figure 22. Spyware detections for consumers, Oct. 2017 – Mar. 2018
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Ransomware

Ransomware continues the downward trend that 

started around the middle of last year. Both January 

and February were especially low for consumer 

ransomware detections—specifically, a 35 percent 

drop. Meanwhile, business detections have increased 

by 28 percent from the previous quarter, which may 

signify renewed interest in this attack method.
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Figure 23. Consumer detections for ransomware drop in Q1 2018
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Figure 24. Business ransomware detections are up in Q1 2018

Both Locky and Cerber, once rulers of the ransomware 

market, are effectively out of the game for the time 

being; the most interesting examples of active 

ransomware in Q1 came in the form of GandCrab, 

Scarabey, and Hermes.

GandCrab ransomware

GandCrab was first spotted in January 2018 being 

distributed via two exploit kits (RIG EK and GrandSoft 

EK). The variant came as a bit of a surprise, due to 

other kits mostly dropping Ramnit and Smokeloader. 

RIG is an interesting EK, due to it having diversified into 

multiple payload types as of late. Meanwhile, GrandSoft 

is rather old and was thought to have disappeared 

entirely. Yet, here it is being used to distribute 

GandCrab.

We also witnessed GandCrab being pushed via Necurs 

email spam, and ElTest malware campaigns via 

compromised websites.

Figure 25. Necurs malspam

Regardless of distribution method, one particularly 

fascinating aspect of GandCrab is that it asks for Dash 

currency instead of the more popular Bitcoin—likely a 

sign that threat actors are opting for currencies with 

lower transaction fees than BTC, and a touch more 

anonymity in the bargain.
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Scarabey ransomware

Scarab, first discovered in June 2017, returned with 

yet another variant in December 2018 called Scarabey. 

Targeting Russian users and being distributed via RDP/

manual drops on servers and systems, it demanded 

Bitcoin after encrypting system files and was missing 

a few key indicators of regular Scarab such as different 

coding and alternate ransom notes.

Despite Scarab’s not being written in English, it reads 

poorly, as if run through a translator. If Scarabey’s note, 

which is written in Russian, has the same treatment, 

then it contains the same grammatical errors.

Figure 26. GandCrab ransom screen asking for payment made in Dash
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Figure 27. Scarabey ransom note

It’s quite likely that the original authors are indeed 

Russian speaking. The pressure model exerted on the 

victim is altered, too; Scarab warns that the longer 

the user waits to pay, the more the price will increase. 

Scarabey, however, says that for every day they fail to 

pay, more files will be deleted until eventually there’s 

nothing left. After analysis, however, we concluded that 

there’s nothing in the ransomware’s code that would 

allow this. It’s just a pressure-filled ruse designed to 

panic victims into paying faster.

Scarabey seems to be the focus of much rumor and 

misdirection; tales of it being built off open-source 

ransomware projects such as HiddenTear or even acting 

as a backdoor while gathering sensitive data have 

both been debunked. It would be wise to approach any 

claims about future versions of Scarabey’s capabilities 

with a healthy dose of skepticism.

Hermes ransomware

Originally making use of malicious Office documents, 

an embedded Flash exploit was being used in 

spam campaigns in January. And in March, a more 

sophisticated exploit kit called GreenFlash Sundown 

was distributing something called Hermes.

Formerly used as part of an attack on a Taiwanese 

bank, our records indicate that the first hit in a fresh 

wave of ransomware happened on February 27 via a 

compromised Korean website.

Figure 28. Call to GreenFlash Sundown

Hermes isn’t particularly stealthy, popping multiple 

windows during its run—though given ransomware 

always ends with a splashy payment screen, it arguably 

doesn’t need to be. There’s no UAC bypass, either. 

The creators rely entirely on social engineering with a 

looped pop up. 

Figure 29. UAC bypass loop
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Another notable feature: in some campaigns, the 

ransom message used BitMessage to communicate 

with victims, something only seen a few times in the 

past (most notably via Chimera ransomware and affiliate 

programs related to the original author of Peyta).

Figure 30. BitMessage note

After analyzing Hermes, we found it to be fully 

functional ransomware. However, we cannot be sure 

what the real motivations of the distributors were. 

Looking at the full context, we may suspect that it was 

politically motivated rather than a profit-driven attack.

It’s another quarter of diminishing returns for 

ransomware authors. They still have some interesting 

tricks and tactics being deployed to part potential 

victims with their files.
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Scams 
When it rains, it pours, and as cryptomining has 

positively soaked just about every aspect of cybercrime 

this quarter, scams have not escaped the deluge. 

However, in this case, cryptomining is not simply 

used as a lure for tech support schemes. Scammers 

have Wrinkle-in-Timed themselves past the whole 

tech support part of their plan and simply drained 

cryptowallets themselves.

Coinbase-themed attacks

Tech support scams have decreased across the board 

during the past quarter, but the more successful 

players that remain have consolidated resources 

and turned to more inventive tactics. Most notably, 

Coinbase-themed TSS has achieved thefts of 

spectacular scale, based largely on the lack of fraud 

protection involved with Bitcoin and Coinbase itself. The 

initial lead generation is quite common, involving fake 

Coinbase Twitter accounts and poisoned search results 

funneling victims to a scam call center. More novel is 

the scam execution; when we called them using a test 

machine, the operator walked us through the setup of 

a Coinbase account and then proceeded to copy the 

credentials to his own machine.  

Victim reports on Twitter claiming empty wallets and 

losses in the five figures suggest that this threat actor 

group finds it easier to simply drain wallets at their 

leisure rather than provide fake tech support.

New lead generation tactics

Scammers have been observed updating their lead 

generation tactics using API abuse to assist in freezing 

the victim’s browser.  

Figure 31. Several fraudulent support options on Twitter

Figure 32. Victim losses on Coinbase spiked towards the beginning 
of the year
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Figure 33.  Left Image: Obfuscated Javascript; Right Image: Deobfuscated Javascript showing MrSaveorOpen download blob

The Blob constructor coupled with the window.

navigator.msSaveOrOpenBlob method lets you save 

files locally, and this is what is being abused. The 

ch_jam() function calls another function called bomb_

ch()—both appropriately named for what they do. This, 

in turn, calls the download function that uses the 

aforementioned Blob constructor. As with the history.

pushState API abuse we reported previously, the 

primary browser target for this technique is Chrome, 

but it also impacts Firefox and Brave.  

Exploitable business practices

Tech support scams primarily rely on exploitable 

business processes rather than specific tools.  In 

the case of Coinbase-themed scams, scammers 

exploited the lack of fraud protection inherent to 

Bitcoin transactions to boost their profits significantly 

above average. With the API abuse referenced, the 

real exploit is the significant lag between reporting 

to the companies in question and an eventual patch. 

Given that a particular browser function generally has 

a legitimate function to many users, patch lag time for 

tech support cases tends to be relatively long. As such, 

scammers can exploit that period for large gains. We 

expect both Bitcoin-themed scams and browser abuse 

to be useful tools for scammers for quite some time.

Vulnerabilities and exploits 

In January 2018, three major vulnerabilities under 

the names Meltdown and Spectre brought numerous 

processors to their theoretical knees. Meltdown is a 

vulnerability for Intel processors, while Spectre can be 

used to attack nearly all processor types. The potential 

danger of an attack using these vulnerabilities includes 

being able to read “secured” memory belonging to 

a process. This can reveal personally identifiable 

information, banking information, and, of course, 

usernames and passwords. For Meltdown, an actual 

malicious process needs to be running on the system 

to interact, while Spectre can be launched from the 

browser using a script.

According to researchers, there haven’t been any 

confirmed exploitations in the wild other than various 

Proofs-of-Concepts that were used to demonstrate the 

potential of these vulnerabilities. Many vendors,  

such as Intel, Microsoft, and AMD, have provided 

patches, but long-term issues still exist. Instead, 

criminals are using these vulnerabilities as a scare 

tactic for social engineering. 
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Meltdown 

The Meltdown vulnerability affects devices with an Intel-

based processor utilizing a vulnerability known as Rogue 

Data Cache Load (CVE-2017-5754). This gives rogue 

processes the ability to read even unauthorized memory 

when combined with a side-channel attack.  Windows 

has released a series of patches addressing Meltdown. 

However, some of these patches have had some severe 

compatibility issues with third-party AVs and AMD 

devices, as they also address the Spectre-v1, Bounds 

Check Bypass (CVE-2017-5753). There is also the ever-

dreaded performance impact, depending on the age or 

service (e.g., server), which could be quite significant. 

Spectre

Spectre, on the other hand, affects just about all 

modern devices using processors from the last 15 

years (e.g., Intel, AMD, ARM, IBM, etc.) that perform 

branch prediction. Spectre is significantly more 

difficult to exploit than Meltdown, but it is also more 

difficult to mitigate, seeing as it is a fundamental flaw 

in the CPU and OS architecture. Spectre utilizes a pair 

of vulnerabilities: the first is Bounds Check Bypass 

(Spectre-v1, CVE-2017-5753) and the second is Branch 

Target Injection (Spectre-v2, CVE-2017-5715).  

Spectre fools a program into accessing a random 

location in the memory, even the portions it is not 

normally authorized to access. There are some 

Microsoft patches that address Spectre-v1, Bounds 

Check Bypass (CVE-2017-5753). However, there is 

currently no known mitigation for Spectre-v2, Branch 

Target Injection.

As gloomy as the outlook may appear, rest easy 

knowing that there are almost no known utilizations of 

these exploits, outside of PoCs. This doesn’t mean we 

can get complacent, however. It is important that we 

keep track of these exploits as they may not be doing 

much now, but are capable of growing into something 

much more horrific. 

Flash exploit

In addition to the Meltdown and Spectre exploits, Adobe 

was also in the cross-hairs of attackers in Q1 with the 

weaponization of CVE-2018-4878, which targets the 

notoriously vulnerable Flash Player. The exploit was 

first announced by South Korea’s CERT (Computer 

Emergency Response Team) at the end of January, and 

it was widely speculated to have arrived as an email gift 

from South Korea’s formidable northerly neighbor.  

Figure 34. Malwarebytes blocked the exploit at zero hour

The specific hacking group being attributed to the 

attack has come to be known as Group123 (a.k.a. 

APT37, ScarCruft, Reaper), and has been linked to a 

number of attacks against South Korean officials and 

institutions. Aside from CVE-2018-4878, Group123 

has been known to use exploits in the past, such 

as CVE-2013-0808 (the ability to download a binary 

disguised as an image file) to facilitate the delivery of a 

specialized payload.  
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The discovery and technical publication of the 

previously unknown Adobe Flash exploit was quickly 

dissected and studied for future potential abuse. In 

late February, Morphisec Labs identified a malspam 

campaign utilizing the Flash vulnerability to spread 

malicious payloads.  And by the end of the month, 

Malwarebytes reported alongside MDNC that attackers 

were using the same exploit to spread the Hermes 

ransomware via the little-known GreenFlash Sundown 

exploit kit. 

While many, if not all, of these events, appear to 

be government-sanctioned initiatives (albeit North 

Korean), Adobe wasted no time in playing politics and 

quickly issued updates in early February that prevented 

the remote code execution abilities of this vulnerability.  

Though Adobe has already patched this particular 

infection infector, thus removing the possibility of users 

being infected with the same vulnerability, attackers 

know that many users fail to apply timely updates. We 

expect to see the continued use of CVE-2018-4878 via 

craftily-worded documents and additional exploits into 

Q2 and beyond.
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Predictions
Cryptomining techniques will continue 
to evolve.

In our last report, we predicted that cryptomining 

would experience a steady incline heading into 2018. It 

turns out we were right, so we’re going to double down 

on that call. A significant increase in cryptocurrency 

value during the end of last year and into this year has 

sparked interest from cybercriminals and civilians alike. 

While values have since dropped slightly, this has not 

deterred cybercriminals to continue not only spreading 

cryptocurrency miners but also upgrading existing 

malware families to install miners on infected systems. 

If the cryptocurrency craze does continue, we are 

likely going to see additional examples of criminals 

modifying malware for miner purposes. The same goes 

for infections of IoT devices and the continued use of 

leaked NSA exploits like ETERNALBLUE to identify new 

avenues for mining.

Ransomware’s fate is in question.

Ransomware is not dead—at least, not in the way 

you are thinking. In fact, during the last quarter, there 

have been numerous discoveries of new families of 

ransomware, like GandCrab and Scarabey, as well 

as the continued use of some old families, such as 

Samsam. Big families from 2017, such as Cerber, Locky, 

and Jaff have suspiciously vanished from the threat 

landscape, meaning that we have encountered a 

“passing of the guard” in the malware world. 

It is unlikely that those families will return after the 

arrest of some of their creators late last year. The next 

quarter will see a continued use and evolution of the 

few ransomware families we have seen in the wild 

this year, however, whether we will see a return to the 

levels of distribution we observed in previous years is 

anyone’s guess. 

Spyware and adware will increase to 
drive people to landing pages.

Our number one detection for businesses was spyware, 

while adware was top for consumers. The top detection 

for business spyware is a malware we call TrickBot. You 

may have heard us reference this malware before, not 

only because of how much of it we see in the wild but 

also because it includes cryptocurrency miner code.

We can predict, then, that even malware types 

that are not commonly associated with mining will 

be used for just that purpose, one way or another. 

Families of spyware and adware have the capability 

to redirect users to drive-by mining pages, identify 

local cryptocurrency wallets to steal, or just hijack the 

system, forcing it to join the criminals’ mining pool.

If cryptocurrency mining loses its luster, spyware and 

adware still have plenty of tricks to use against victims, 

including ad fraud, personal and financial information 

theft, loss of intellectual property, and the additional 

malware installation. It’s a win-win for bad actors.

Exploit kits will have a short revival.

The last year saw very little exploit kit activity. With a 

lack of new exploits to be added to kits, they became 

less effective at targeting users with old and patched 

exploit code. We began to see malvertising and drive-

by activity used for things like tech support scam 

redirections rather than infecting systems.

This quarter, however, we observed an increase in the 

use of the RIG exploit kit in spreading malware and 

miners, as well as the discovery of a new Adobe Flash 

exploit that is probably already baked into a kit. We 

expected to see some more experimentation with 

exploits heading next quarter. But does this mean that 

exploit kits have returned for good? Unless there are 

more vulnerabilities discovered, it’s unlikely that we will 

see this method of attack return to its former glory.
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Conclusion
As the threat landscape continues to evolve, its 

connections to real-world trends become more and 

more obvious. Malware authors are not only enjoying 

the relative anonymity provided by digital currencies 

but also want to amass them. In doing so, they’re 

abandoning their traditional bread and butter—most 

other forms of malware—and throwing their entire 

weight behind malicious cryptomining.

While malicious cryptomining appears to be far 

less dangerous to the user than other forms of 

malware, such as ransomware, its effects should not 

be undermined. Indeed, unmanaged miners could 

seriously disrupt business or infrastructure-critical 

processes by overloading systems to the point where 

they become unresponsive and shut down. Under the 

disguise of a financially-motivated attack, this could be 

the perfect alibi for advanced threat actors.

Thankfully, Malwarebytes users, regardless of their 

platform (Mac, PC, or Android), are protected against 

unwanted cryptomining, whether it is done via malware 

or the web.
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